
The Name Jar– Prompt #1 
 

Today we began to read a story called The Name 
Jar.  I learned ………. 
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The Name Jar– Prompt #2 

 

The main characters in our story are Unhei and 
Joey.  What lesson did their relationship teach us?    
Use complete sentences in your answer, then 
share with a partner. 
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The Name Jar– Prompt #3 

 
Unhei means Grace.   Chinku means friend. Using a 
bubble map write your name and tell what you 
think it might mean based on your personality 
traits. 
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The Name Jar– Prompt #4 

 
Imagine that Unhei and Loon had a conversation.  What would they 
tell one another about their experiences? 
 
Create a drawing of each character with conversation word 
bubbles – What would Unhei say to Loon?  What would Loon say to 
Unhei? 
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